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Abstract: Sentiment analysis is the process of determining the intention or emo-
tion behind an article. The subjective information from the context is analyzed by
the sentimental analysis of the people’s opinion. The data that is analyzed quan-
tifies the reactions or sentiments and reveals the information’s contextual polarity.
In social behavior, sentiment can be thought of as a latent variable. Measuring and
comprehending this behavior could help us to better understand the social issues.
Because sentiments are domain specific, sentimental analysis in a specific context
is critical in any real-world scenario. Textual sentiment analysis is done in sen-
tence, document level and feature levels. This work introduces a new Information
Gain based Feature Selection (IGbFS) algorithm for selecting highly correlated
features eliminating irrelevant and redundant ones. Extensive textual sentiment
analysis on sentence, document and feature levels are performed by exploiting
the proposed Information Gain based Feature Selection algorithm. The analysis
is done based on the datasets from Cornell and Kaggle repositories. When com-
pared to existing baseline classifiers, the suggested Information Gain based clas-
sifier resulted in an increased accuracy of 96% for document, 97.4% for sentence
and 98.5% for feature levels respectively. Also, the proposed method is tested
with IMDB, Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014 datasets. Experimental results for these
high dimensional datasets give increased accuracy of 95%, 96% and 98% for
the proposed Information Gain based classifier for document, sentence and feature
levels respectively compared to existing baseline classifiers.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis; sentence level; document level; feature level;
information gain

1 Introduction

With the influence of social networks, people across the globe build social relationships and feel free to
express their opinions. Social media generates huge volumes of opinion-based data, which is formulated as
blogs, reviews, status updates, tweets, etc. The volume of content produced is enormous for a novice user to
interpret, describe and analyze data. Sentimental analysis is an effective tool to identify, extract, measure and
study subjective information. It is a widely used text classification process that evaluates the opinions and
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concludes if the sentiment attitude is neutral, positive or negative. Sentiment analysis has wide range of
applications including health care, business, consumer products, financial services and social events [1,2].
Document level sentiment analysis estimates the opinion of the entire document assuming that each
individual document will generate opinion about a single entity. The complete document will then be
classified based on the opinions as positive or negative [3]. For instance, if a product is reviewed by
users, a prediction model is generated and the overall opinion is determined by the system. Clusters may
be formed at document level analysis due to which the comparison of multiple entities are not probable
[4]. Sentiment analysis assumes every sentence as an individual component and every sentence is
considered to have only one opinion. Two main tasks for sentence level analysis are to estimate whether
the sentence is having an opinion or not and to evaluate the polarity of that opinion. Feature level
sentiment analysis accomplishes more fine-grained scrutiny. It helps to look at opinion as an alternative to
language constructs. Feature level analysis is done in three stages namely identification and extraction of
object features, determination of polarity of opinions and estimation of sentiments. Feature level
sentiment analysis will provide more fine-grained analysis on opinion targets and its major application
areas include e-commerce [5]. Sentiment analysis uses opinion targets to analyze and explore entities and
their aspects [6]. This paper proposes a simple IGbFS algorithm that selects highly correlated features
among the training input set and performs sentiment analysis at three levels.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the research gaps towards textual based
sentiment analysis. Section 3 elucidates the proposed IGbFS technique. In section 4, the results of IGbFS
technique are discussed and the paper is concluded along with its future scope in the last section.

2 Related Work

A method was proposed by the authors in [7] which uses Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for systematic analysis of features and feature weights. Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) parsers
[8] shows significant improvement in document-level sentiment analysis. An enhanced lexicon-based
sentiment analysis and recursive neural network algorithm are presented and evaluated. The authors in [9]
demonstrated sentiment analysis for movie reviews. They used Machine Learning (ML) algorithms like
Random Forest with Gini Index and Support Vector Machine for exploring unigram frequency values and
their experiment proved that Random Forest with Gini Index classifier gave high accuracy. The authors in
[10] proposed a semi supervised model for estimating semantic term–document information and
analyzing rich sentiment contents. Sentiment and non-sentiment information are leveraged and
discriminated. The authors in [11] proposed a novel technique which uses text-categorization in
estimating minimum cuts in graphs and cross-sentence contextual constraints.

A text classification process is proposed in [12] using machine learning techniques for extracting the
information. An opinion question answering system was proposed in [13] using Bayesian classifier for
differentiating news stories from editorials for document and sentence levels. Unsupervised statistical
methods for predicting opinions are also proposed. The authors in [14] proposed a technique in which
sentiment analysis is done by exploiting the underlying semantics. The authors in [15] performed
sentence level analysis by designing a deep convolutional neural network using the Stanford Sentiment
Treebank (SSTb) and Stanford Twitter Sentiment corpus (STS). The authors in [16] proposed a technique
for classifying tweets as positive, negative or neutral. The authors in [17] proposed an approach for
sentiment analysis in which the utility of linguistic features are explored for social media messages.

The authors in [18] extracted the sentiments in a phrase or sentence using an approach and also measured
the influence of WordNet over General Inquirer (GI). An innovative approach was proposed in [19] using
phrase dependency parsing for mining opinions from product reviews. A classifier was used by the
authors in [20] in which polarity of subjective phrases are predicted. It uses Dictionary of Affect in
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Language (DAL) for lexical scoring with WordNet and the words are scored without manual labelling. The
authors in [21] detected attitudes, opinions and feelings expressed in the text using automated tools. The
authors in [22] proposed phrase-level sentiment analysis where an expression is determined positive,
negative or neutral by calculating its polarities. Latent Factor Models (LFM) [23] which is based on
Collaborative Filtering (CF) gives good accuracy.

3 Proposed Work

This paper proposes an IGbFS technique that selects highly correlated feature vectors and enables more
accurate sentiment classification at document, sentence and feature levels. This algorithm selects the features
that has highest relevance and highest occurrence to the output class. It reduces most of the irrelevant features
and achieves best application performance. The feature selection algorithm computes mutual information
between each feature and the class label thus finding the features with the highest correlations. The
relevance between the attributes are measured using Information Gain (I). For any two random variables
A and B where A={a1, a2, a3….aN} and B={b1, b2, b3….bM}, the entropy of A is denoted as H(A) as
represented in Eqs. (1) and (2).

HðAÞ ¼ �
XN
i¼1

pðaiÞ logðpðaiÞÞ (1)

where pðaÞ ¼ number of instants with value ai
total number of instants of A

(2)

The conditional entropy is defined in Eq. (3) as

HðBjAÞ ¼ �
X

ai 2A
X

bj 2B pðbj; aiÞ logðpðbjjaiÞÞ (3)

The joint entropy of A and B is denoted as H(B,A) as given in Eq. (4) and is defined as the uncertainty
that occur simultaneously with two variables.

HðB; AÞ ¼ �
X
ai 2A

X
bj 2B

pðbj; aiÞ logðpðbj; aiÞÞ (4)

The mutual information between variable B and variable A is denoted as I(B ; A) as shown in Eqs. (5)
and (6) and it is formulated as

IðB; AÞ ¼
HðBÞ � HðBjAÞ
HðAÞ � HðAjBÞ

HðBÞ þ HðAÞ � HðB; AÞ

8<
: (5)

IðB; AÞ ¼
X
a2A

X
b2B

pðb; aÞ log pðb; aÞ
pðbÞpðaÞ (6)

With respect to a class Class and attribute Attr, the Information Gain I is calculated according to Eq. (7).

IðClass; AttrÞ ¼ 1� HðClassjAttrÞ (7)

where H(Class | Attr) is the conditional entropy of the class Class given any attribute Attr. Various proved
methods suffer from overfitting even using the existing Document Frequency (DF) thresholding technique
[7,11] for selecting the features that appear maximum in the training set.
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Algorithm: Information Gain Based Feature Selection

Input: Training set

Output: Selected features Sf,

Let F represent initial set of features, C represent the class labels, S = { } be an empty set

For each feature

1. Begin

2. Compute Information Gain I(fi,C)

3. Find the first feature fi that maximizes I(fi,C)

4. S = Sf U fi

5. F = F - fi

6. While desired features not achieved do

7. For all pair of features (fi, fs)

8. Compute Information Gain I(fi, fs)

9. Select subsequent features such that feature fi maximizes I(fi,C) -
P
fi2S

Iðfi; fsÞ � Iðfi; fsÞ
10. Return Sf,

11. End

The algorithm begins by computing information gain between the initial features and the class labels.
The first feature is selected and until all correlated features are obtained as a subset, the algorithm
computes information gain for all pairs of features and class labels. The final subset of selected features is
classified to predict the sentiments.

3.1 Sentence Level Sentiment Analysis

The primary objective of sentence level analysis is to identify polarity, expression strength and its
relationship to the subject. The sentences are Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagged and a dependency tree is
created using the Stanford Lex parser [24]. Default Polarity Calculation (DPC) with WordNet is used to
identify the phrases with sentiments and to calculate polarity of individual phrases. The algorithm outputs
overall sentiment of the sentence analyzing the phrases with sentiments. The Default Polarity Calculation
method starts by finding the words as positive and negative using the General Inquirer [25]. If a
particular word is not present in the GI list, the WordNet dictionary searches for synonyms with semantic
orientations with respect to the GI list.

Input: Sentence S

Output: Polarity of the sentence

Procedure:

1. Begin

2. For list of sentences

3. Perform POS tagging

4. Create a dependency tree
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5. Identify phrases containing sentiments

6. Calculate polarity of phrases using Default Polarity Calculation

7. End for

8. For every feature do

9. Calculate TF-IDF

10. if frequency >=0.2 then

11. Feature set ←feature set + feature

12. End if

13. End for

14. for every feature in feature set perform

15. Estimate I(Class|Attr)

16. End for

17. for every IG score in I(Class|Attr) perform

18. if I(Class|Attr)==0.5 then

19. vocab ←vocab + Attr

20. if P(Attr)== P(Attr|Class )+ Attr

21. feature setpositive ←feature setpositive + Attr

22. else

23. feature setnegative← feature setnegative + Attr

24. End if

25. End if

26. End for

27. End

The Term Frequency-Inverse document Frequency (TF-IDF) is used to calculate the frequency of the
phrases. For every feature in the feature set, the algorithm finds the Information Gain and discriminates
positive and negative sentiments.

3.2 Document Level Sentiment Analysis

The entire document consisting of opinioned text is treated as a single entity and classified based on the
opinions as positive or negative eliminating irrelevant sentences. Initially the collected documents are
aggregated and preprocessed. Combination of unigram, bigram and trigram are considered for evaluating
the sentiment of the document. The value of the N-gram feature is calculated using TF-IDF weighting
scheme for the document D as represented in Eq. (8).

Ngramid ¼ logð1þ tfidÞ � log jfDgjdfi
(8)

where tfid is the occurrence frequency of the ith feature in D, {D} is the no. of documents in the corpus, dfi
denotes no. of documents having ith feature.

Input : Document D

Output : Sentiment of document
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Input: Sentence S

Output: Overall polarity S

Procedure:

1. Begin

2. For any document D perform

3. Apply POS tagger and extract opinion words

4. Prepare seed list

5. Identify candidate words using N-gram

6. End for

7. For every feature in document perform

8. Calculate TF-IDF

9. If frequency >=0.2 then

10. feature set ←feature set + feature

11. End if

12. End for

13. for every feature in feature set perform

14. Estimate I(Class|Attr)

15. End for

16. for every IG score in I(Class|Attr) perform

17. if I(Class|Attr)==0.5 then

18. vocab ←vocab + Attr

19. if P(Attr)== P(Attr|Class )+ Attr

20. feature setpositive ←feature setpositive + Attr

21. else

22. feature setnegative← feature setnegative + Attr

23. End if

24. End if

25. End for

26. End

The algorithm begins by applying POS tagging for extracting opinion words from the document. A seed
list is prepared and is searched for candidate words using N-gram. For all set of features in the document, TF-
IDF is estimated. If the frequency of the feature is greater than or equal to 0.2, the feature is added to the
feature set. For all features in the feature set, Information Gain is calculated. If the Information Gain is
equal to 0.5 (which is the threshold fixed), the attribute is added to the vocabulary. The positive and
negative feature sets are discriminated and obtained.

3.3 Feature Level Sentiment Analysis

The TF-IDF is used for feature selection in feature level analysis. The feature is selected based on the
relevance to one class and the frequency is calculated only when the value is greater than 0.2. Proven
techniques in literature use Document Frequency (DF) thresholding technique [14,18] to find feature
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which appear maximum in the training set. The proposed algorithm results in a seamless reduction of
irrelevant and redundant features.

Input : Attributes Attr and class Class

Output : Positive feature set and negative feature set

1. Begin

2. For every feature do

3. Calculate TF-IDF

4. if frequency >=0.2 then

5. feature set ←feature set + feature

6. End if

7. End for

8. for every feature in feature set perform

9. Estimate I(Class|Attr)

10. End for

11. for every IG score in I(Class|Attr) perform

12. if I(Class|Attr)==0.5 then

13. vocab ←vocab + Attr

14. if P(Attr)== P(Attr|Class )+ Attr

15. feature setpositive ←feature setpositive + Attr

16. else

17. feature setnegative← feature setnegative + Attr

18. End if

19. End if

20. End for

21. End

3.4 Classification

The following supervised classification algorithm depicts the procedure for classifying positive (pos)
and negative (neg) sentiments at various levels.

Algorithm: Classification

Input: vocabulary (vocab) × no. of documents

Output: pos or neg

Procedure:

1. Begin

2. for each vocab in vocabulary list do

3. if vocab is positive - feature then

4. pos ←pos + 1
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5. else

6. neg ← neg + 1

7. if pos > neg then

8. class labelpos← class label + ‘pos’

9. else

10. class labelneg ←class label + ‘neg’

11. End if

12. End for

13. End

4 Experimental Results

The Cornell repository provided the datasets for document level sentiment analysis, which included
2000 documents and 10,662 sentences. The reviews for Hitcher (1986), Radio Days (1987) from the
Indian Movie Archive and Aankhen (2002), Men in Black II (2002) from Rotten Tomatoes are used. The
datasets are drawn from the Kaggle repository, which has 76,479 features.

The suggested method presented in sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are used to perform sentence, document,
and feature level sentiment analysis for the above datasets and the classification is done using algorithm 3.4.
The efficiency of the IG algorithm is estimated using the metrics like precision, recall, F1-Score, and
accuracy. Experiments showed that the suggested algorithm surpassed all existing algorithms in terms of
accuracy throughout all three levels.

Precision ¼ True Positive = ðTrue Positive þ False PositiveÞ (9)

Tab. 1 illustrates the precision, recall and F1- score of different classifiers calculated using Eqs. (9)–(11).
The proposed IGbFS resulted in highest precision, recall and F1-score at all three levels when compared to
the other classifiers namely Random Forest, Logistic Regression, SVM and Naïve Bayes.

Recall ¼ True Positive = ðTrue Positive þ False NegativeÞ (10)

F1�Score ¼ 2 �ðPrecision � RecallÞ= ðPrecision þ RecallÞ (11)

Accuracy ¼ ðTrue Positiveþ True NegativeÞ=ðTrue Positiveþ False Positiveþ True Negative

þ False NegativeÞ (12)

Table 1: Comparison of the proposed method and other classifiers for dataset 1

Algorithm Precision Recall F1 score

Document
level

Sentence
level

Feature
level

Document
level

Sentence
level

Feature
level

Document
level

Sentence
level

Feature
level

Information gain
based classifier

0.96 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.98

Random forest 0.82 0.53 0.94 0.81 0.55 0.93 0.81 0.53 0.93

Logistic regression 0.84 0.56 0.55 0.83 0.55 0.55 0.83 0.55 0.55

SVM 0.83 0.56 0.55 0.82 0.56 0.56 0.82 0.56 0.55

Naive bayes 0.81 0.54 0.54 0.80 0.54 0.55 0.80 0.54 0.54
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The accuracy is calculated using the Eq. (12). Figs. 1–3 compare the accuracy of the proposed algorithm
with other baseline classifiers. Information Gain based Feature Selection approach gives higher accuracy
when compared to other classifiers. Confusion matrix for each classifier is depicted in Tab. 2.
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Figure 1: Document level sentiment analysis
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The proposed IGbFS algorithm on sentence level, document level and feature level for high dimensional
datasets are analyzed and in order to compare the performance, different datasets namely IMDB, Yelp
2014 and 2013 datasets are used. The statistical information of the dataset is tabulated in Tab. 3.

Tab. 4 displays the values of precision, recall and F1-score of the proposed and the existing classifiers for
high dimensional datasets. Fig. 4 compares the proposed Information Gain based Classifier and the existing
classifiers in terms of accuracy. The proposed methods work better and outperforms the other existing
baseline classifiers at all three levels.

Table 2: Confusion matrix for various levels

Algorithms Document level Sentence level Feature level

Information gain based classifier

�
1746 21
0 23222

� �
1490 715
8 26090

� �
31258 364
412 25324

�

Random forest

�
75 23
13 89

� �
221 312
224 309

� �
30097 1733
1675 23853

�

Logistic regression

�
83 15
17 85

� �
287 246
226 307

� �
28429 3052
22316 3561

�

SVM

�
84 14
20 82

� �
290 243
226 307

� �
28636 2981
22303 3438

�

Naive bayes

�
71 27
13 89

� �
354 179
310 223

� �
25270 6223
1955 6310

�

Table 3: Dataset 2

Dataset Users Products Reviews Documents/
user

Documents/
product

Sentiments/
document

Words/
document

IMDB 1310 1635 84919 6482 5194 1608 3946

Yelp 2014 4818 4194 231163 4797 5511 1141 1969

Yelp 2013 1631 1633 78966 4842 4836 1089 1893

Table 4: Comparison of the proposed method and other classifiers for dataset 2

Algorithm Precision Recall F1-score

Document
level

Sentence
level

Feature
level

Document
level

Sentence
level

Feature
level

Document
level

Sentence
level

Feature
level

Information gain
based classifier

0.97 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.98

Random forest 0.85 0.57 0.93 0.85 0.56 0.96 0.85 0.56 0.94

Logistic regression 0.88 0.52 0.58 0.87 0.59 0.58 0.87 0.55 0.55

SVM 0.84 0.58 0.56 0.86 0.57 0.59 0.85 0.57 0.56

Naive bayes 0.82 0.53 0.52 0.83 0.57 0.58 0.82 0.55 0.55
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5 Conclusion

Sentiment analysis is a text categorization technology that assess the sentiment and categorizes it as
either negative or positive. This work proposes an algorithm using IGbFS approach for sentiment analysis
at three levels. The suggested technique selects the feature with highest occurrence that has the greatest
Information Gain. Experiments reveal that this Information Gain model has the maximum accuracy of
96% for document, 97.4% for sentence and 98.5% for feature level respectively. Testing the proposed
method with IMDB, Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014 datasets resulted in high accuracy. Enhancing the feature
selection process by experimenting with high dimensional dataset is the next challenging process.
Effective selection of features at three levels in different dimensional datasets ensure the real time use of
proposed application.
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